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Abstract With the increase of computing power and the development
of user-friendly multi-agent simulation frameworks, social simulations
have become increasingly realistic. However, most agent architectures
in these simulations use simple reactive models. Indeed, cognitive agent
architectures face two main obstacles: their complexity for the field-expert
modeler, and their computational cost. In this paper, we propose a new
cognitive agent architecture based on the BDI (Belief-Desire-Intention)
paradigm integrated into the GAMA modeling platform and its GAML
modeling language. This architecture was designed to be simple-to-use
for modelers, flexible enough to manage complex behaviors, and with low
computational cost. An experiment carried out with different profiles of
end-users shows that the architecture is actually usable even by modelers
who have little knowledge in programming and in Artificial Intelligence.
Keywords: agent-based simulation, BDI architecture, GAMA platform
1 Introduction
Agent-based simulations are widely used to study complex systems. When the
goal is to understand or even predict the behaviour of such complex systems, the
simulation requires an accurate agent architecture to lay valid results. However,
designing the agents is still an open issue, especially for models tackling social
issues, where some of the agents represent human beings. In fact, designing
complex agents able to act in a believable way is a difficult task, in particular
when their behaviour is led by many conflicting needs and desires.
A classic paradigm to formalize the internal architecture of such complex
agents in Agent-Oriented Software Engineering is the BDI (Belief-Desire-Intention)
paradigm. This paradigm, based on the philosophy of action [6], allows to design
expressive and realistic agents, yet it is still rarely used in social simulations, for
two main reasons. First, most agent architectures based on the BDI paradigm
are too complex to be understood and used by non-computer-scientists. Second,
they are often very time-consuming in terms of computation and therefore not
adapted to simulations with thousands of agents.
In a previous paper [7], we proposed a first architecture to overcome these
obstacles. This architecture is integrated into the GAMA platform, an open-
source modeling and simulation platform for building spatially explicit agent-
based simulations [10,9,2]. GAMA’s Modeling Language (GAML) and integrated
development environment support the definition of large scale models (up to
millions of agents) and are usable even with low-level programming skills. Our
BDI architecture was implemented as a new GAMA plug-in, and enables the
straightforward definition of BDI agents through the GAML language. Thus,
modelers have a wide range of ways to define their agents behaviors, by mixing
classic GAMA primitives with BDI concepts. Indeed, we state that there is
no unique way of defining the behavior of agents that can fit all the possible
application contexts, types of agents to define (level of cognition), and modelers’
backgrounds (programming skills, modeling habits...).
This paper describes some major improvements for the architecture, as well
as a usability study carried out with modelers. The paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 proposes a state of the art of BDI architectures and their use in
simulations. Section 3 is dedicated to the presentation of our architecture, and
more particularly the novelties from the previous work. In Section 4, we present
an experiment in which we asked modelers with different profiles to test the
architecture. Finally, Section 5 provides a conclusion and some perspectives.
2 State of the art
2.1 Agent architectures for social simulations
Balke and Gilbert [3] cite Sun as remarking that “social simulation researchers
frequently only focus on agent models custom-tailored to the task at hand. He
calls this situation unsatisfying and emphasises that it limits realism and the
applicability of social simulation. He argues that to overcome these short-comings,
it is necessary to include cognition as an integral part of an agent architecture.”
There are several options to endow agents with complex cognitive capabilities:
cognitive architectures based on cognitive sciences, such as SOAR or ACT-R, or
BDI architectures based on the philosophy of action.
2.2 BDI agents in AOSE frameworks
The BDI approach has been proposed in Artificial Intelligence [6] to represent the
way agents can do complex reasoning. It has first been formalized using Modal
Logic [8] in order to disambiguate the BDI concepts (Belief, Desire and Intention;
detailed in Section 3.1) and the logical relationships between them.
In parallel, the Agent-Oriented Software Engineering (AOSE) field designed
BDI operational architectures to help the development of Multi-Agent Systems
embedding BDI agents. Some of these BDI architectures are included in frame-
works allowing to directly use them in different applications. A classic framework
is the Procedural Reasoning System (PRS) [13], that has been used as a base for
many other frameworks (commercial, e.g. JACK [11], or open-source, e.g. JADE
[5] with its add-on Jadex [14] offering an explicit representation of goals).
2.3 BDI agents in ABMS platforms
BDI architectures have been introduced in several agent-based modelling and
simulation (ABMS) platforms. For example, Sakellariou et al.[16] have proposed
an education-oriented extension to Netlogo [19] to allow modellers to manipulate
BDI concepts in a simple language. This very simple architecture is inspired
by PRS: agents have a set of beliefs (information obtained by perception or
communication), a set of intentions (what they want to execute), and ways to
manage these two sets.
Singh and Padgham [17] went one step further by proposing a framework
acting like a middleware to connect components such as an ABMS platform
and a BDI framework (e.g. JACK [11] or Jadex [14]). They demonstrated their
framework on an application coupling the Matsim platform [4] and the GORITE
BDI framework [15] for a bushfire simulation; but it aims at being generic and
can be extended to couple any kind of ABMS platforms and BDI frameworks,
only by implementing interfaces to plug each new component to the middleware.
This approach is very powerful but remains computer-scientist-oriented, as it
requires high programming skills to develop bridges for each component and to
implement agents behaviours without a dedicated modelling language.
2.4 Previous work: BDI agents in GAMA
First attempts already exist to integrate BDI agents into the GAMA platform
[10]. Taillandier et al. [18] proposed a BDI architecture where the choice of plans
is formalized as a multi-criteria decision-making process: desires are represented
as criteria, and decisions are made by evaluating each plan w.r.t. each criterion
according to the agent’s beliefs. However, this architecture was tightly linked to
its application context (farmer’s decision making), did not offer any formalism to
model the agent’s beliefs, and was rather limited w.r.t. how plans were carried
out (e.g. no possibility to have complex plans with sub-objectives).
Le et al.[12] proposed another architecture dedicated to simulation with a
formalized description of beliefs and plans and their execution. However, the
desires and plans have to be written in a very specific and complex way that
can be difficult to achieve for some application contexts, in particular for non-
computer scientists. In addition, this architecture has a scalability problem: it
does not allow to simulate thousands of agents.
Finally, we proposed in [7] a first simple architecture. This generic architecture
proved its interest through an application to simulate agricultural parcels dy-
namics in Vietnam. However, the use of this architecture required to write many
lines of code, in particular to manage the perceptions of agents and the inference
of desires. Moreover, it did not allow to manage plans with different temporal
scales. All these limitations made this architecture not usable for all applications
and a bit complex to use by non-computer scientists. The next section therefore
presents the improvements that we propose for this architecture.
3 Presentation of the Architecture
3.1 Overview
Our architecture is defined as a GAMA species architecture. The modeler is only
required to define simpleBDI as the agent’s architecture, and to define at least
one plan and one initial desire to make it operational. After that the modeler
mostly defines plans (what the agent can do), desires (what the agent wants)
and (usually one) perception(s) (how the agent perceives its environment). Many
keywords and functions are defined to help the user updating and managing
Beliefs, Desires and Intentions bases, and creating and managing predicates.
3.2 Vocabulary
Knowledge. Beliefs, Desires and Intentions are described using predicates. A
predicate has a name, may also have values (a set of name-value pairs), and can
be true (by default) or false. Predicates can be easily defined through the GAML
language. BDI agents have 3 databases:
– belief_base (what it knows): the internal knowledge the agent has about
the world or about its internal state, updated during the simulation. A belief
can concern any type of information (a quantity, a location, a boolean value,
etc) and is described by a predicate.
– desire_base (what it wants): objectives that the agent would like to accom-
plish, also updated during the simulation. Desires can have hierarchical links
(sub/super desires) when a desire is created as an intermediary objective
Desires have a dynamic priority value used to select a new intention among
the desires when necessary.
– intention_base (what it is doing): what the agent has chosen to do. The
current intention will determine the selected plan. Intentions can be put
on hold (for example when they require a sub-intention to be achieved). For
this reason, there is a stack of intentions: the top one is the current intention,
all others are on hold.
Behavior In addition to the basic behavior structures available for all GAMA
agents, our simpleBDI architecture has three available types of behavior struc-
tures, which are totally new or were deeply improved since [7]:
– Perception: A perception is a function executed at each iteration to update
the agent’s Belief base, to know the changes in its environment (the world,
the other agents and itself). The agent can perceive other agents up to a fixed
distance or inside a specific geometry. Like for many other GAMA statements,
several facets (most of them optional) can be used to tune the perceptions:
• target (mandatory): the list of agents (or species of agents) to perceive.
• when (optional): perception condition - can be a dynamic expression.
• in (optional): can be either a radius (float) or a geometry (for instance,
definition of a cone of perception or something more complex).
– Rule: A rule is a function executed at each iteration to infer new desires or
beliefs from the agent’s current beliefs and desires, i.e. a new desire or belief
can emerge from the existing ones. Of course, if the new desire (or belief) is
already in the base, nothing is added. Rules facets are the following:
• belief (optional): required belief to activate the rule.
• desire (optional): required desire to activate the rule.
• when (optional): required condition to activate the rule.
• new_belief (optional): the new belief to be added to the agent’s base.
• new_desire (optional): the new desire to be added to the agent’s base.
– Plan: The agent has a set of plans, which are behaviors defined to accom-
plish specific intentions. Plans can be instantaneous and/or persistent, and
may have a priority value (that can be dynamic), used to select a plan
when several possible plans are available to accomplish the same intention.
Concerning the facets of plans:
• intention (optional): intention the plan try to fulfill.
• when (optional): activation condition.
• finished_when (optional): termination condition.
• priority (optional): priority of the plan, 1 by default.
• instantaneous (optional): if false, no other plan can be executed after-
wards during the current simulation step; otherwise, (at least) one other
plan will be executed during the same step. By default false.
3.3 Thinking process
At each step, the agent applies the process described in Figure 1. Roughly, the
agent first perceives the environment, then i) continues its current plan if
it is not finished, or ii) if the plan is finished and its current intention is not
fulfilled, it selects a plan, or iii) if its current intention is fulfilled, it selects a
new desire to add to its intention stack.
This process is similar to the one proposed in [7], however it introduces the
perception and rule steps. In addition, it allows to apply several plans in the
same time step in case of instantaneous plans. More precisely:
1 - Perceive: Perceptions are executed.
2 - Rule: Rules are executed.
3 - Is one of my intentions achieved?: If one of my intentions is achieved,
sets the current plan to nil and removes the intention and all its sub-desires from
Figure 1. Activity diagram
the desire and intention bases. If the achieved intention’s super-desire is on hold,
it is reactivated (its sub-desire just got completed).
4 - Do I keep the current intention?: To take into account the envi-
ronment instability, an intention-persistence coefficient ip is applied: with the
probability ip, the current intention is removed from the intention stack. More
details about this coefficient are given in section 3.4.
5 - Do I have a current plan?: If I have a current plan, just execute it.
As for the current intention stability, the aim is both persistence (I stick to the
plan I have chosen) and efficiency (I don’t choose at each step). Similarly to
intentions, a plan-persistence coefficient pp is defined: with a probability pp, the
current plan is just dropped.
6 - Choose a desire as new current intention: If the current intention is
on hold (or the intention base is empty), choose a desire as new current intention.
The new selected intention is the desire with higher priority among those not
already present in the intention base.
7 - Choose a plan as a new current plan: The new current plan is
selected among the plans compatible with the current intention (and if their
activation condition is checked) and with the highest priority.
8 - Execute the plan: The current plan is executed.
9 - Is my plan finished?: To allow persistent plans, a plan may have a
termination condition. If it is not reached, the same plan will be kept for the
next iteration.
10 - Was my plan instantaneous?: Most multi-agent based simulation
frameworks (GAMA included) are synchronous frameworks using steps. One
consequence is that it may be useful to apply several plans during one single step.
For example, if a step represents a day or a year, it would be unrealistic for an
agent to spend one step to apply a plan like "choose a destination". This kind of
plans (mostly reasoning plans) can be defined as instantaneous: in this case a
new thinking loop is applied during the same agent step.
3.4 Properties
Persistence and priority In our architecture, the persistence of plans and
desires, as well as their priority can be dynamically defined (i.e. modified by the
agents during the simulation and/or computed from a function).
Flexibility The architecture aims at being simple-to-use and as flexible as
possible for the modeler. More advanced modelers can use its full potential (for
example dynamic coefficients as presented before), while others can rely on the
default values of most parameters to easily specify agents using only some of
the available features. In addition, in order to manipulate the different elements
of the architecture, we provide modelers with built-in actions directly usable in
their models, among which (desire related actions are not listed here):
– add_belief: add a new belief to the belief base.
– remove_belief: remove a belief from the belief base.
– has_belief: test if a belief is in the belief base.
– replace_belief: replace a belief by a new one in the belief base.
– get_belief: return the first belief corresponding to a given predicate.
– get_beliefs: return all beliefs corresponding to a given predicate.
– remove_all_beliefs: remove all beliefs corresponding to a given predicate.
– clear_beliefs: remove all beliefs.
– get_current_intention: return the current intention.
– clear_intentions: remove all intentions.
– add_subintentions: add a sub-intentions to a predicate
– current_intention_on_hold: put the current intention on hold and add
as its activation condition all its sub-intentions.
4 Experiments
4.1 Modelers feedback analysis
Context of the experiment In order to validate our claim that our architecture
is simple to use and is adapted to several types of users, we carried out an
experiment with six modelers with different backgrounds: 3 computer scientists,
and 3 geographers, all of whom knew GAMA (at least the basic concepts). Two
of them have a low level of programming (2 geographers) and four a good level
(1 geographer and 3 computer scientists). All of them have at least a low (2) or
medium (3) level in GAMA (they know at least the basic concepts), the last one
being an expert. Only the 3 computer scientists know the BDI paradigm.
This experiment consisted in a short lesson (45 minutes) about the simpleBDI
architecture, followed by an exercise which required to use this architecture (2
hours). At the end of the exercise, each participant answered a short survey to
assess the architecture (with both open questions and closed scaled assessments).
All these documents (introduction course, exercise, models developed by the
different modelers, and their answers to the questionnaire) as well as a possible
solution for the exercise are available on the project website [1].
The presentation of the simpleBDI architecture used a simple gold miner
model to present the underlying concepts. Then the exercise theme was the
evacuation of the city of Rouen (France) (see Figure 2). A technological hazard
is simulated in one of the buildings of the city center. Drivers can perceive the
hazard at a distance of 400 meters. Those who know that there is a hazard try
to reach one of the evacuation sites (shelters). A driver who sees (in a radius of
10 meters) another driver trying to evacuate has a small chance to understand
that a hazard is happening.
The participants were given a first basic model of that situation, containing
four species of agents: road, hazard, evacuation site and driver. The behavior of
the driver agents is defined by a single reflex executed at each simulation step: the
agent moves towards a random target (any point on the road network), and if it
reaches its destination, it chooses a new random target. A weighted graph is used
for the movement of drivers: they first compute the shortest path between their
location and their target, then use this path to move. The weights of the edges of
the graph (roads) are updated every 10 simulation steps to take into account the
number of drivers on each road. The agent speed on each road is a function of
the number of drivers on this road and its maximum capacity. If a driver already
has a computed path, it will not recompute it even if the weights of that path
change. At the initialization of the model, the roads (154), evacuation sites (7)
and the hazard (1) agents are created and initialized using shapefiles; then 500
driver agents are created and randomly placed on the roads. The GAML code
for the driver species is given Figure 3. In this first basic model, drivers do not
perceive the hazard and do not try to reach evacuation sites; they just keep
moving randomly.
The exercise was composed of two steps of increasing difficulty:
– Step 1: modification of the behaviors of the driver agents, in order to:
• make them aware of the hazard: via its direct perception (with a proba-
bility of 0.2 if they are in a radius of 400m) or indirectly when they see
other driver agents trying to reach an evacuation site (with a probability
of 0.01 in a radius of 10m);
• make them try to reach the closest shelter (euclidean distance) when they
know that there is a hazard.
– Step 2: modification of the behaviors of the driver agents and of the evacua-
tion site, so that:
• if a driver agent trying to reach a shelter thinks that its road is blocked
(speed coefficient lower than 0.5), then it should test a new path (re-
computation of the path according to the current weights of the graph);
• drivers take into account the maximum capacity of the evacuation sites
(50 drivers each). To know that an evacuation site is full, drivers have to
be less than 20 meters away from it.
Figure 2. Snapshot of the city evacuation model: the red circle is the hazard perception
area, the green circles the evacuation sites and the blue triangles the drivers.
Results of the experiment After the exercise, each participant answered a
short survey about the BDI architecture. The survey was composed of 7 closed
questions using a 1-5 scale, 2 yes/no questions and 9 open questions/commentary
sections. The first three questions were used to assess the participant background
and the others to assess the simpleBDI architecture and the exercise performance.
Due to the low number of participants, the survey results are used as a qualitative
evaluation, and not as a statistically significant quantitative assessment.
A first analysis of the results shows that all the participants find the proposed
architecture clear (answers of 4 or more on that question). Furthermore, the
three participants that have a background in BDI architectures find that our
architecture translates the BDI paradigm well (3+ answers). Concerning the
simplicity of use of the architecture inside GAMA, three of the participants find
it good (4) or very good (5), and two pretty good (3).
Figure3. Initial GAML code for the driver species using reflex architecture, provided
to the modelers.
Five out of the six participants succeeded in implementing Step 1, but none of
them achieved Step 2. A tentative explanation is that two hours was a too short
time to understand what was asked in the exercise, formalize the behavior of the
agents using the simpleBDI architecture, write the GAML code, and test it. In
addition, only one of the participants knew GAMA very well, so as mentioned
in the survey, most of the others lost a lot of time searching for specific GAMA
operators (not linked with the simpleBDI architecture). Nevertheless, four of the
participants were very close to succeed in the second step of the exercise (the
three computer scientists and one of the geographers).
Concerning the comparison to other architectures, one of the modelers (the
BDI expert) preferred simpleBDI to the others, while two of them found sim-
pleBDI to be complementary to the existing ones, and mentioned that it allows
to define the behavior in a simpler way, avoiding to write many complex reflexes.
Only one modeler mentioned that they preferred the reflex architecture as they
were more used to it. The last two participants did not answer this question.
An interesting remark is that some of the participants mixed the simpleBDI
and reflex architectures, using the BDI architecture to define perceptions and
objectives (especially the agents target), and reflexes for the repetitive operational
behaviors (moving).
To conclude, this first experiment showed very promising results: all the
participants found the simpleBDI architecture clear and easy to use. After a
short 45 minutes lesson, they were able to apply it to a real model previously
unknown to them. To achieve a more complete and efficient use of the simpleBDI
architecture, they would however have needed more time, better programming
skills in GAMA, and/or a better knowledge of the BDI paradigm.
4.2 Architecture scalability
In order to test the architecture scalability, we used the two previous models
(gold miners and city evacuation) with an increasing numbers of agents.
As GAMA is often used by modelers with old computers (for social simulation
in developing countries), we chose to carry out the experiment with a 5-year old
Macbook pro (2011) with an i7 processor and 4Go of RAM.
The gold miner model was tested with 10 000 miners, 1000 golds and a square
environment of 10 x 10 kilometers. The simulation was stopped when all the gold
nuggets had been returned to the base. The average duration of a simulation
step (without any graphical display) was 140ms.
The evacuation model was tested with 1000 drivers (due to the road network
used and how the capacity of roads was defined, it was not possible to test the
model with more driver agents - all the road would have been blocked) and a
capacity for each of the evacuation sites of 200 driver agents. We stopped the
simulation when all the drivers reached an evacuation site. The average duration
of a simulation step (with no graphical display) was 70ms.
The results obtained in terms of performance show that the architecture can
already be used with medium-scale real world problems. However, the architecture
will still be continuously optimized and we plan to compare the results with other
GAMA architectures (especially the reflex one). We also plan in the future to
test the architecture with more complex agents having many possible desires,
sub-desires and plans.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a new BDI architecture dedicated to simulations.
This architecture is integrated into the GAMA modeling and simulation platform
and directly usable through the GAML language, making it easily usable even by
non-computer scientists. We have presented a first experiment that was carried
out with modelers with different profiles (geographers and computer scientists).
This first experiment showed that our plug-in can be used even by modelers
that have little knowledge in programming and Artificial Intelligence, and that it
allows to simulate several thousands of agents.
If our architecture is already usable, some improvements are planned. First, we
want to improve the inference capabilities of our architecture: when a new belief is
added to the belief base, desire and intention bases should be updated in a efficient
way as well. Second, we want to make it even more modular by adding more
possibilities concerning the choice of plans and desires (beyond just choosing that
with the highest priority): user-defined selection, multi-criteria decision process,
etc. Finally, we want to add the possibility to use high performance computing
(distribute the computation on a grid or cluster) to decrease computation time.
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